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NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN SHOCK %'_AVE FRONT DURING
SUPERNOVA EVENTS.

A.K .Lavrukhina

V.I.Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, USSR Academy of Sciences,
Moscow, USSR

The new unique isotopic anomalous component of
Xe(XeX) was found in the carbonaceous chondri-
tes. It is enriched in light shielded isotopes
(124Xe and 126Xe) and in heavy nonshielded
isotopes (134Xe and 136Xe). We suppose that all
characteristics of Xe-X can be explained by a
model of nucleosynthesis of the Xe isotopes in
shock wave front passed through the He envelope
during supernova events. The light isotopes are
created by p-process and the heavy isotopes are
created by n-procese ("slow" r-process). They
were captured with high-temperature carbon gra-
ins condensing by supernova shock waves.

I. Introduction
The shock waves from supermassive object explosi-

ons pass through an environment of low density (outer
envelopes of supernovae) and form a compressed nonequ-
ilibrium phase where the high-energy (-I0 MeV/nucleon)
ion reactions take place. In according to this theore-
tical model the interactions of protons with the heli-
um nuclei with formation of D and free nucleons, the
nuclear reactions with the CN0 nuclei and the _ +@ in-
teractions with the formation of the Li, Be and B iso-
topes were examined /1,2/. The main difficulty of this
model is conditioned by temperature limitation because
all these isotopes are destroyed at T _107K. In region
of heavy elements this limitation is not essential and
the high-energy ion reactions can lead to nucleosyn-
thesis of some rare isotopes, for example of the by-
passed isotopes by p-process /3/. The (n, V )-reactions

, can simultaneously take place because the neutron flux
is increased in shock zlave fro_ both in fragmentation
reactions and in the I)C (p,n) f)N reaction.

Detailed investigations of isotopic compcsition of
° some elements (C,N,O,Ne,Mg,Si,Ar,Ca,Ti,Er,Ag,Te,Xe,Ba,

Nd,Sm,U) in mineral phases of carbonaceous chondrites
led to the conclusion about presence the relicts of
nucleogenetic origin /4,5/. We believe that one of
them is a relict of nuclear reactions in shock wave
fron_ during supernova events. It is unique isotopic
anomalous component of Xe (XeX). It is present in the
carbonaceous chondrites which are nonchanged substance
of protoplanetic nebula and contain some relicts of
interstellar grains.
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2. Results.
The totality of the experimental data /6/ allows

to make the following conclusion about the characteris-
tics of XeX. (1)The isotopic composition of Xe-X is
characterised bv the e_cesses of light shielded isoto-
pes 124Xe and !_6Xe (1_4Xe>_ 126X9) and heavy nonshiol-
ded isotopes 13_Xe and 136Xe (13bXe_134Xe) (Fig.l).

(2)This component realizes
%P0,.H2S0_.Hee_ only after long action of va-
_._ aoo.,3oooc rious oxidizing reagents on

,8 I -o-,3oo+,6oo'c meteorite matter. These rea-gents dissolve all phases en-

riched in another componets

,6 of Xe (solar and planetary
; Xe).

i '" Fig.1.The isotopic composi-
! tion of XeX (13OXe=I) inacid-insoluble residue of

,2 the carbonaceous chondrite
Efremovka CV, etched by
H3P04 H2SO 4 and HC104 at t=

_,Q, 220 oC

,_ ,_ ,_8 4_.

(3)XeX is characterized BY the_correlations for the
isotopic ratios 124Xe/13UXe-135Xe/130Xe and 136Xe/130Xe-
-134Xe/_3°Xe (r$0.9). (4)The host phase of XeX is a
fine-grained carbon matter of unknown nature. Its con-
tent is ((1% of the total carbon content in meteorite.
It is very stable to the action of oxidizing reagents.
(5)The maximum of the XeX realization as an indivisib-
le component corresponds to 900-I000oc (Fig.2).

,_ _ I Fig.2. The histograms of rea-

l

4_

,_ lization of 124Xe (i) and
,_ 136Xe (2) at temperature an-

'_ nealing of the acid-insolub-

_ _ _ le residue of th_rbonace-

_.,o , _ ous chondrite Kainsaz CO,

8 !7_ etched by conc /7/.
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(6)The XeX quantitaty is equal of_1% of the total Xe
in _eteorite: it does not correlate with the trapped
Xe content. (7)XeX is accompsnied by the main quanti-
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ties of the trapped He and Ne, and bv the excesses of
hea_j nonshilded isotopes 84Kr and 86Kr (not by light
isotope 7Si{r). (8)XeX is not accompanied by excesses

__ the hea_f isotc_es Ba,lid,Sm and also radiogenic
9Xe and by-passed isotope 1840s.

In this naner it has made an attempt to show that
all these reliable observations may be understanded on-
ly in the terms of a nucleogenetic origin of XeX. The
unique isotopic composition of XeX and its very low
abundances withness about exotic process of nucleosyn-
thesis. According to the classical theory of nucleo-
synthesis /8/ the Xe isotopes can be created in the
following nuclear reactions: s-_rocess in the He enve-
ode of massive stars at the _ge o_--red giant (128Xe,

129Xe,130Xe,131Xe,132Xe), _rocess at the stage of ex-

_34__losive13_ .arbon (oxygen).. burni__91.131Xe.132Xe.. .• _e, Xe) and mn _nner envelopes, enriched in _6Fe
(the heavy element isotopes), n-o_rrocess in outer enve-

looes, enriched in hydro_, a_-_hi_rameters (T _
109}[ and _104 g.cm-3) _]_@Xe,12bXe ), spallation 2ro____

cess with high-energy particles2_ccelerated in front
o-_upernova shock waves /9/ (I 4Xe,126Xe ), radioacti-
ve decay of 129I(129Xe) and soontaneo_s fission of
244pu,2_SCm and other (131Xe,132Xe,134Xe,136Xe).

The observed differences of the isotopic ratio
values for XeX and solar Xe: (124Xe/126Xe) XeX/

l_24Xe/126Xe) solar = I_245 and (136Xe/134Xe)XeX/36Xe/134Xe) solar=1.2.3 (see Fi_.1) withness abo_It
the XeX nucleosynthesis in the processes which are
differ from those for solar Xe. For the understanding
of a nature of these processes two facts have a signi-

ficance. (1)As it was shown by us4/9/ the cosmicabundances of 1_:4Xe and 126Xe (I_ Xe_26Xe) can be ex-
plained by their creation in spallation reaction with
the high-energy particles accelerated in front of su-

pernova shock waves at Ip(Ep_ 25 Z_eV)=5x1021cm-2 and
F=2 5 (2)The XeX isotopmc ratio value 124Xe/I °_V. - _u_e _ I
(see Fig.l) is typical only for the by-passed isotopes

with A z. _ which b v p-process have been created /9/.[{ence, 1 e and 125Xe in that exotic component of Xe
have been created also by p-process. One of the real

.. 1 c'

asbropnyoical objects, in which the condition for p-
process can be realized, is the shock wave front (wa-
ves of unloading) crossed through the He envelcpe of
supernova. The *He fragmentation leads to an increa-

sing of the np values and consequently to an increa-
sing of the amounto of the (p, _~)-reaction products on
seed nuclei formed in s-process in the He envelope.

The sumultaneous increasing of neutron flux (nn)
leads to fast (n, F )-reactions. Ho_Jever, the parame-

ters of r-process in shock wave front are essentially
different from those of the classical r-process and
mainly at the experence of lower n n value. It leads to
a increasing of the C n value and to a partial contri-
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butlons of _-decay in r-process. This is a slow r-
process or n-process /10/. This process is characteri-
zed a change of the peak position on the mass curve up
to A 7130 /11/. The isotopic structure of the heavy
isotopes of Xe corresponds to the curve of yields of
_uclides in n-process /10/. Th_ maximum yield has
_oXe(N=82) which lles on the decay ladder at N=82 and

is the first stable nucleus encountered by the ladder.
At high parameters of classical r-process the nuclear
structure has not influence on the yields of nuclides•
Therefore, just the fact that 136Xe has the maximum
yields in XeX withnesses about a presence of n-process
slmt_ltaneously with p-process in the shock wave front
during supernova events. The products of these proces-
ses were captured as an indivisible component with
hlgh-temperature carbon grains condensing by supernova
shock waves.

3. Conclusion
All above-mentloned properties of XeX may be ex-

plained by the model of its isotopes formation in the
shock wave front during supernova events, the chemical
and isotopic compositions of presupernova He envelope,
and the property of high-temperature grains "survive"
at the conditions which during all stages of supernova
remnant evolution have taken place. These grains can
be exposed by the action of intensive cosmic ray irra-
diation, mutual collisions, _hock w_veB, turbtklent
magnetic fields and other. Thus, isotopic anomalous
XeX is a relict of new nonstuded processes of nucleo-
synthesis, which in the shock w_ve front during out-
bursts of supernova or another cosmic objects have ta-
ken place•
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